NEW in AMSTERDAM!
costume designs, shoe designs, art and furniture
SHOP in SHOP from July 11, 2016 till September 4, 2016.
Every day you’re welcome between 12.00 and 18.00.
		
		
		

Visit us:
Utrechtsestraat 105
1017 Amsterdam

TopToTeen, costume design
Theatrical, colorful, exuberant, refined, feminine, festive, remarkable, special
and unique! Her clothing designs are characterized by interesting pattern
combinations, color and material with attention to detail and often with a
nod to particular themes. Beside having her own gallery in Limburg, you
can now find her free artwork on the Utrechtsestraat 105, and contact Tilly
Zegers to make an appointment for a custom made suit.
www.toptoteen.nl +31 (0)6 12 70 22 34

Hans Kuijten, artist/designer
Besides his work as an interior designer and various entertainment projects,
Hans lets his imagination and creativity loose in painting. His canvases are
distinguished in color and depth of layers in acrylic paint on canvas. Within
his work he incorporates themes with images, text or symbols so that the
canvas tells a story. His art is see and be touched! Experience it on the
Utrechtsestraat 105!
www.hanskuijten.nl +31 (0)6 45 44 47 93

Pasión Puur, shoe design
The place to be for unique, handmade and colorful shoes manufactured
on Tenerife by label Pisa Verde. Leather shoes with a passion for craft with
materials and scrap and textiles are made, each pair is unique! Elegant and
comfortable, extravagant and super cool, for winter or summer and
always surprising. Pisa Verde shoes are only available at two places in the
Netherlands, one of which is Rian Coenders at Pasión Puur, and now also
represented on the Utrechtsestraat 105.
www.mijnwebwinkel.nl/winkel/pasion-puur +31 (0)6 52 32 32 50

It’s Latta, furniture design
The designs of Femia Kievits and Paul Latta are characterized by the
particular shape, structure and lines of the material. Unique furniture is
manufactured in their workplace “L’attalier” and can be custom made to
comply with your wishes. This way a unique piece is created that suits your
style. Please feel free to take a look at our selection from our collection on
the Utrechtsestraat 105.
www.itslatta.nl +31 (0)6 46 41 88 80

